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He starts a new life, with a new identity - a special military team, who is called The \"52\". Each man was chosen, as a Representative of an important Group on the Deck, in order to prevent General Song from launching a full out nuclear strike on Korea. The players
mission is to capture or kill 52 of General Song’s most wanted. For a more detailed mission that is played over a sequence of missions that is both non-linear and somewhat re-playable, its successor would be, Battlefield 2: Close Quarters. Several new features were
incorporated into the game, such as an increased emphasis on infantry combat, vehicle use, close combat, and sniping. Further, Battlefield 2: Close Quarters is centered around the use of Support and Supply Points, which are said to be central to Battlefield 2: Modern
Combat. The player is now able to have more than one Support Point. The player can purchase new weapons, vehicles, and other equipment. He can also repair his equipment. Each member of the 52 can have a separate personality. Each of the characters has an arc of
interaction with players. The game includes cut scenes; the intent is to dramatize these and to give the game a story. There are many more cut scenes than in Battlefield 1942, but each cut scene is meant to progress the story as needed. The story is meant to be non-
linear, so the player cannot be forced to play the game in a linear manner. A great deal of effort was made to make Battlefield 1942 the best game possible. Characters received dialog, objects received voice tracks. Also the game has been reworked so there are fewer
puzzles, and fewer crashing bugs. New weapons were added, and the skill tree was heavily modified in most of the weapons. The developers wanted to make sure that players understood the controls before the game was released.
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